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From the hit comic series comes the biography of Lady Gaga, take two! You've all seen the music

videos. The performances. The award show acceptance speeches and the interviews. We all know

her name and her image - but how many of us really know the story of Gaga? From her early days

at NYU to her music videos and MTV performances, become one of her little monsters and take a

look behind the curtain to learn the truth about pop-music diva.
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One last title worth mentioning is FAME: Lady Gaga which is put out by Bluewater productions is

going to be a must add for my library. I mean, it's Lady Gaga. - School Library Journal"Bluewater

Productions creates intelligent, well-examined biographies of authors and stars as well as political

and historic figures. If readers are looking for factual insights, relevant information, and terrific art,

these books are a great source." Anne Elizabeth Columnist RT Book Reviews MagaziThank you

Bluewater! More please! Aubri Keleman WHATCOM LIBRARY SYSTEM

Bluewater writer CW Cooke has produced a variety of scripts featuring dynamic characters in rich,

authentic settings. His new comic Prince Harry - a biography book from Bluewater Comics hits the

stands soon. CW took time out of his busy schedule to talk to comicbookinterviews.com publisher

John Michael Helmer about his career in comics and his current projectsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦



This is a very cool collectors item for Gaga fans. Really unique and fun to look at. I love it! Paws up!

The comic didn't make very much sense plot-wise. When I ordered it, there wasn't an option to

choose which cover I wanted and I received cover B, which I absolutely did not want, I would have

rather gotten the purple one. I wouldn't really reccomend this unless you want it for the sheer fact

that you can say, I have a Lady GaGa comic. It was a big let down... Hmm

Ok so Yea the story line is soso- Its about this dude who finds out about lady gaga and starts

thinking about her 24-(Sounds like me lol) and he soon finds his inner little monster- As for the book

itself it was pritnted of reallt good paper and any one who is a GaGa fan will love it but its really

about a fan of her more then just being about her.

Thought the book would be larger somehow.

My friend loves Lady Gaga and I got this for her as a gift. It has a really strong backing and the story

is great! Great Buy!

cool

I am a huge fan of these biography comic books. This one I really liked a lot - the art was very

polished as well as the story telling. Telling these people's stories in this unique format is amazing! I

would recommend the series of books!

It definitely wasn't what I thought it was going to be. It barely talked about Gaga....mostly about

some guy who nobody really cares about and him fantasizing about Lady Gaga. Let me just say, I

don't recommend it. Sorry.
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